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Bicycle code lock Rockbros T609 (black)

Rockbros T609 combination bicycle lock (black)
Secure your bike from theft. The Rockbros T609 combination lock will help you do that! The product is equipped with a solid lock made of
zinc alloy and a steel rope covered with PVC plastic. You can stretch it to a length of up to 150cm! What's more, the clasp is extremely
lightweight and handy, as well as durable. It is also possible to attach a helmet to it.
 
Solid construction
Take care of your bike's safety. The Rockbros fastener is made of high-quality materials, so it can provide reliable protection. The steel
rope is resistant to damage, and it has also been coated with PVC plastic, which protects the bike frame from scratches. What's more,
the lock, made of zinc alloy, is extremely sturdy and not prone to wear and tear.
 
Lightweight, handy, versatile
The  accessory  is  incredibly  lightweight  and  handy.  It  weighs  only  124g  and  easily  fits  into  a  backpack,  frame  bag  or  kidney.  Its
transportation will not cause you any problems! The clasp is also very easy to use. In addition, its rope extends up to 150cm, so you get
more freedom. You can also attach a helmet to it, for example, during a stop.
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Rockbros
Model
T609
Color
Black
Material
Zinc alloy + steel rope + PVC coating
Weight
Approx. 124g
Dimensions
Approx. 4.6x150cm (diameter x rope length)

Preço:

€ 8.50

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios para bicicletas
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